not applicable [4, [6] [7] [8] . Respiratory triggering and navigation are routinely used for T2-weighted imaging and coronary imaging [7] [8] [9] . Less attention has been paid to their use in mitigating respiratory motion artifacts in T1-weighted imaging [6, 7, 10] . Furthermore, these techniques require additional steps in the clinical workflow and can fail in cases of irregular respiration [4, 11, 12] .
The free-breathing T1-weighted 3D GRE with radial data sampling sequence in thoracic, cardiac, and coronary imaging has been evaluated in several studies [13] [14] [15] , but only one report, to our knowledge, describes its application in abdominal MRI [16] . In that study, respiratory motion-compensated radial dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI of the chest and abdomen was performed for only five patients. The 
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Abdominal MRI did not analyze lesion detectability, conspicuity, extent of artifacts, or overall image quality of the sequence. The purposes of our study were to evaluate the feasibility of freebreathing 3D GRE with radial data sampling acquisition in abdominal MRI compared with a standard 3D GRE volumetric interpolated breath-hold examination (VIBE) sequence in imaging of cooperative patients and to perform a preliminary assessment in imaging of noncooperative patients.
Materials and Methods Patients
Institutional review board approval was obtained for this HIPAA-compliant retrospective study. The MRI database was retrospectively searched for the records of patients who between February 23 and May 23, 2010, had undergone abdominal MRI examinations that included unenhanced and contrastenhanced free-breathing 3D T1-weighted gradientrecalled echo with radial data sampling (radial 3D GRE) sequences at 1.5 T. The study group consisted of 55 consecutively registered patients (27 male patients, 28 female patients; mean age, 44.2 ± 24. 7 [SD] years; range, 9 months-83 years) who underwent free-breathing radial 3D GRE sequences. Of these 55 subjects, 39 (18 male patients, 21 female patients; mean age, 47.9 ± 22.6 [SD] years) underwent a cooperative protocol, and 16 subjects underwent a noncooperative protocol. Eight of the 16 patients were children (six boys, two girls; mean age, 2.6 ± 1.1 years), and eight were adults (three men, five women; mean age, 56.5 ± 8.2 years). MRI was used at the discretion of the referring physicians for all examinations.
The primary indications for imaging included evaluation of liver lesions (n = 3); screening for possible hepatocellular carcinoma or cirrhosis surveillance (n = 10); evaluation of nonhepatic malignancy, including postsurgical surveillance (n = 12); evaluation of renal lesions (n = 4); postintervention assessment of the liver, including hepatocellular carcinoma evaluation (n = 1); evaluation of abdominal pain (n = 2); surveillance after liver or kidney transplant (n = 6); postintervention assessment of nonhepatic malignancy (n = 4); and evaluation of bladder cancer (n = 6), suspected biliary disease (n = 1), chronic pancreatitis (n = 1), carcinoid (n = 2), dysfunctional uterine bleeding (n = 1), and neutropenic fever (n = 2).
Twelve of the 39 cooperative patients had a total of 27 focal liver lesions (diameter range, 0.5-5.1 cm; mean, 1.84 ± 1.21 cm). These lesions were cysts (n = 6), hemangioma (n = 2), metastatic disease (n = 12), hepatocellular carcinoma (n = 6), and an undetermined solid liver lesion (n = 1). Only two of the 16 noncooperative patients had focal liver lesions, both having metastasis. Characterization of observed liver lesions was not part of the study design but was performed according to standard MRI criteria [17] .
MRI Technique
MRI of the abdomen was performed with a 1.5-T MRI system (Avanto, Siemens Healthcare) with a phased-array torso coil according to one of two protocols: cooperative and noncooperative. The cooperative protocol included transverse unenhanced and contrast-enhanced T1-weighted breath-hold sequences with 3D GRE VIBE technique and fat suppression (TR/TE, 4.3/1.7; flip angle, 10°; slice thickness, 3.5 mm; gap, 0; mean number of slices, 72 ± 15.2; range, 35-80 slices; FOV, 360 mm; matrix size, 144 × 320, phase × frequency; acquisition time, 19 seconds). All 3D GRE VIBE studies also included generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions parallel imaging (acceleration factor, 2).
The noncooperative protocol did not include a T1-weighted 3D GRE VIBE sequence. Motion-resistant magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo was used as an unenhanced (without water excitation) and a contrast-enhanced (with water excitation) T1-weighted sequence [6] . Free-breathing radial 3D GRE was added to both protocols. The sequence acquisition was performed in a freebreathing manner without trigger and navigation techniques. Parallel imaging was not used for the radial 3D GRE sequence tested. The sequence parameters were TR/TE, 3.83/1.6; flip angle, 10°; slice thickness, 3.0 mm; gap, 0 mm; mean number of slices, 80 ± 11.56; range, 56-96 slices; FOV, 380 mm; matrix size, 380 × 380; acquisition time, 84 seconds. The radial GRE sequence is a spoiled steady-state gradient-echo sequence in which the readout direction is altered each repetition and every acquired line passes through the center of the kspace such that the sampling pattern in the k-space is not a rectangular grid but is a set of radial spokes. The radial data are regridded onto a rectangular kspace grid before standard reconstruction [18] .
For cooperative subjects contrast-enhanced standard 3D GRE VIBE sequences were always performed before the radial 3D GRE sequence. Subjects were instructed to breathe normally during radial 3D GRE acquisition.
Image Analyses
The sequences under investigation were independently and retrospectively evaluated on a PACS terminal by two blinded reviewers (each with 5 years of experience in abdominal imaging) to determine overall image quality, extent of artifacts, and lesion detectability and conspicuity. For each dataset, both readers scored 10 parameters of image quality. The readings were separated into two sessions. The unenhanced images were evaluated in the first session and the contrast-enhanced images in the second. Because of the late contrast-enhanced performance of the radial 3D GRE sequence, comparison was made with the 3-minute contrastenhanced interstitial phase dataset of the 3D GRE VIBE acquisition that were closest to the time of injection. The coordinator of the study randomly uploaded the images on the terminal for individual evaluation by the reviewers, who were blinded to the parameters of the sequences and to clinical information about the subject. Before image evaluation, both radiologists collectively reviewed a training dataset on five patients and agreed on the interpretations and scores for each parameter evaluated. These data were not included in the study.
The reviewers graded images for the presence of artifacts (respiratory ghosting, streaking artifacts, pixel graininess, integrated parallel acquisition technique [iPAT] artifact, and shading) and sharpness (blurring of liver, pancreas, and vessels) using a 5-point scale (1, severe; 2, moderate; 3, mild; 4, minimal, 5, absent).
Streaking artifact occurs in radial acquisition when the number of spokes sampled is too small in relation to the diameter of the imaged object [19] . Aliasing occurs when any part of the body extends outside the FOV and a signal produced by this structure reaches the receiver coil and is folded over into the image. Wraparound artifact at or near the center of the image as a result of parallel image acquisition is described as iPAT artifact [20, 21] . Shading was considered present when lack of uniformity of signal intensity was present within a slice, occurring most often in the phaseencoding direction.
The reviewers rated the homogeneity of fat attenuation using a 4-point scale, higher scores representing better fat suppression (1, no fat attenuation; 2, central-only inhomogeneous fat attenuation; 3, central-only homogeneous fat attenuation; 4, central-peripheral homogeneous fat-attenuation). The reviewers assessed overall image quality using the following considerations: image sharpness, homogeneity of signal intensity, liver signal intensity, kidney corticomedullary differentiation (on unenhanced images), and severity of artifacts. They graded these factors on a 5-point scale (1, poor; 2, fair; 3, good; 4, very good; 5, excellent).
The reviewers also evaluated focal liver lesions on the images obtained with the sequences studied. Only lesions larger than 5 mm were evaluated. For each lesion identified, subjective conspicuity was assigned as follows: 1, poor; 2, fair; 3, good, 4, excellent. The reviewers also scored their confidence in detection of each lesion as follows: 1, suspicious, 2; possible, 3; probable, 4; definite. Downloaded from www.ajronline.org by Indiana Univ-Acq Dept on 08/18/14 from IP address 140.182.64.84. Copyright ARRS. For personal use only; all rights reserved If the reader did not detect a lesion on a certain image, grade 0 was designated during the statistical analysis of conspicuity and confidence level. The total number of lesions was determined in consensus by the coordinator and a fourth radiologist (7 years of experience in abdominal imaging) who evaluated all images from each examination, including contrast-enhanced and T2-weighted images. During statistical analysis only lesions with confidence levels graded 3 or 4 were defined as confidently detected.
Statistical Analyses
Interobserver reproducibility for the qualitative data was assessed with kappa statistics. A kappa value less than 0.2 indicated slight agreement; 0.21-0.40, fair agreement; 0.41-0.60, moderate agreement; 0.61-0.80, good agreement; and greater than 0.0.81, excellent agreement [22] . For cooperative subjects, the statistical significance of data from the comparative analysis of 3D GRE VIBE and radial 3D GRE, including liver lesion analysis (conspicuity and confidence level), was assessed with the Wilcoxon signed rank test. The nonparametric McNemar test was used to evaluate the statistical significance of lesion detection. Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (10 comparisons) was applied, and p < 0.005 was regarded as statistically significant. The comparative analysis of radial 3D GRE between cooperative and noncooperative subjects was performed with the Mann-Whitney U test. Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (nine comparisons) was applied, and p < 0.0056 was regarded as statistically significant. Statistical analyses were performed with MedCalc for Microsoft Windows (version 11.3.0.0, MedCalc Software).
Results
Kappa values for agreement between the two reviewers for the independent qualitative data analyses ranged from 0.68 to 0.92. The kappa value was 1.0 for streaking artifacts on 3D GRE VIBE images and for iPAT artifacts on radial 3D GRE images. In no case was there a significant difference in rating between readers. Averaged data are shown to simplify and improve clarity of display. The average scores of all the parameters qualitatively evaluated, including artifacts, fat attenuation, and overall image quality, in 3D GRE VIBE and radial 3D GRE acquisitions in cooperative subjects are displayed in Table 1 .
Concerning sharpness, radial 3D GRE had significantly lower mean ratings than 3D GRE VIBE for unenhanced pancreas (p = 0.0009) and in all contrast-enhanced comparisons (liver, p = 0.0010; pancreas, p < 0.0001; vessels, p < 0.0001). However, radial 3D GRE sharpness was always rated higher than 3 (mild to minimal blurring). Streaking artifacts were absent from the 3D GRE VIBE images of all subjects, and radial 3D GRE had mean ratings of 3.32 and 3.24 on unenhanced and contrast-enhanced images (mild to minimal) (p < 0.0001). On unenhanced images, overall image quality was adequate with radial 3D GRE. The mean rating was 3.45 (good to very good) with no significant difference compared with 3D GRE VIBE, which had a mean rating of 3.56 (p = 0.3680). On contrast-enhanced images, overall image quality was significantly inferior with radial 3D GRE than with 3D GRE VIBE (p < 0.0001) with a mean rating of 2.94 (nearly good).
In four cooperative subjects, the 3D GRE VIBE images had motion artifacts rated 3 or 2 (mild or moderate), and the free-breathing radial 3D GRE images were rated 4 or 5 (minimal or absent) with higher overall image quality (Fig. 1) . No iPAT artifacts were found on radial 3D GRE images of any subject because parallel imaging was not used in this sequence, but 3D GRE VIBE images had mean ratings of 4.00 and 4.06 (minimal) on the unenhanced and contrast-enhanced images (p < 0.0001 in both comparisons).
Regarding fat attenuation, radial 3D GRE images had significantly higher (p < 0.0001) scores than did 3D GRE VIBE images with averages of 3.60 for unenhanced and 3.68 for contrast-enhanced images (central homogeneous, periphery slightly heterogeneous). There were no significant differences in the scores of shading and motion artifacts between 3D GRE VIBE and radial 3D GRE images. Table 2 shows the results of qualitative analysis, including artifacts, fat attenuation, and overall image quality, of the use of the radial 3D GRE sequence for imaging of cooperative and noncooperative patients. There were no significant differences between radial 3D GRE images of cooperative and those of noncooperative subjects (both adult and pediatric patients) with either unenhanced or contrast-enhanced technique. The only exception was the analysis of sharpness of vessels on unenhanced images, in which images of noncooperative subjects received a higher mean rating (3.9) than those of cooperative subjects (3.4) (p = 0.004). These ratings, Note-Values are mean ± SD. Wilcoxon signed rank test with Bonferroni correction was used for statistical analysis. GRE = gradient-recalled echo, VIBE = volumetric interpolated breath-hold examination. a Free-breathing 3D T1-weighted gradient-echo sequence using radial data sampling. b Significant at p < 0.005.
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however, represent good image sharpness for both sequences (mild to minimal blurring of vessels). Table 2 also shows the results of qualitative analysis of radial 3D GRE images of cooperative patients compared only with those of noncooperative adult patients (i.e., pediatric subjects excluded). On both unenhanced and contrast-enhanced images, there were no statistically significant differences in any comparison.
In the comparison of the results of qualitative analysis of radial 3D GRE images of adult and pediatric noncooperative patients (Table 3) , the images of noncooperative patients received significantly higher ratings for shading on both unenhanced (p = 0.0004) and contrast-enhanced images (p < 0.0001) and for streaking artifacts on contrast-enhanced images (p = 0.0017). There was no significant difference between pediatric and adult noncooperative patients with respect to respiratory motion, pixel graininess, and overall image quality (Fig. 2) . Table 4 shows the detectability, confidence, and conspicuity results for focal liver lesions on unenhanced images. No significant difference in lesion analysis was observed between readers, so averaged data are displayed. The 3D GRE VIBE sequence was associated with significantly higher detectability, confidence, and conspicuity than the radial 3D GRE sequence in all comparisons (p = 0.0003-0.011). Approximately 55% (15/27) of all liver lesions measured 1.5 cm or less in diameter. In all cases (five lesions) in which reviewers were confident about detection of the lesion on 3D GRE VIBE images but not radial 3D GRE images, the lesions were smaller than 1.0 cm. Detectability, confidence, and conspicuity were not compared on contrast-enhanced images because the radial 3D GRE sequence was performed in the interstitial phase, which is poor for detection of liver lesions [17] .
Discussion
The results of our study show that a 3D GRE sequence with radial acquisition in a free-breathing manner is feasible for abdominal MRI studies. Interestingly, we observed that there were no significant differences between breath-hold 3D GRE and free-breathing radial 3D GRE with respect to respiratory motion in cooperative subjects. Radial 3D GRE images consistently showed minimal motion artifacts (mean ratings of 4.91 on unenhanced and 4.76 on contrast-enhanced images) despite acquisition during respiration. Corroborating this finding, when radial 3D GRE images of noncooperative subjects were evaluated, the motion artifacts remained minimal (mean ratings of 4.75 on unenhanced and 4.63 on contrast-enhanced images), comparable to findings in cooperative subjects. In addition, radial 3D GRE images had mean ratings higher than 3 (mild) in the analysis of all artifacts in both cooperative and noncooperative patients. The overall quality of unenhanced images obtained with free-breathing radial 3D GRE was higher than 3 (good) with no significant difference compared with breath-hold 3D GRE VIBE. The latter sequence is regarded as the most effective approach to obtaining motion-free high-quality images of patients able to cooperate with breath-holding [3] ; hence, this finding was somewhat unexpected.
The overall quality of free-breathing radial 3D GRE contrast-enhanced images was significantly lower than that of breath-hold 3D GRE images (p < 0.0001), but the mean rating was 2.94 (nearly good). In four cooperative subjects, the 3D GRE images had motion artifacts rated 3 or 2 (mild or moderate), and the free-breathing radial 3D GRE images had artifacts rated 4 or 5 (minimal or absent) with improvement of overall image quality. Although no statistical conclusions can be drawn regarding this difference, owing to the small number of subjects who were cooperative but had difficulty holding their breath for the entire acquisition, this result may suggest that in the care of patients who cannot cooperate with breath-hold instructions, radial 3D GRE may be an alternative. As further evidence, among noncooperative subjects, radial 3D GRE images had mean overall quality ratings of 3.56 for unenhanced and 3.41 for contrast-enhanced images (good to very good). These findings may have important clinical implications because important data can be missed in the use of breath-hold sequences for imaging of patients who cannot adequately hold their breath [4, 6] .
To our knowledge, this study is the first to comprehensively evaluate a free-breathing T1-weighted 3D GRE sequence with radial data sampling in abdominal MRI. Our findings show the technique may be a feasible alternative for imaging of noncooperative patients. The only other report [16] , to our knowledge, in which the applicability of T1-weighted 3D GRE with radial data sampling in abdominal MRI was evaluated included only five cooperative subjects and was performed with a form of respiratory-motion compensation.
In the analysis of radial 3D GRE for imaging of noncooperative subjects in which adult and pediatric subjects were compared, images of children received scores the same as or higher than the images of adults in most of the parameters evaluated. Statistical significance was found in the analysis of shading artifact on both unenhanced (p = 0.0004) and contrast-enhanced (p < 0.0001) images and in the analysis of streaking artifacts on contrast-enhanced images (p = 0.0017). The images of noncooperative adults did not receive significantly better scores in any of the evaluated parameters. The overall quality of radial 3D GRE images of children (unenhanced images, 3.94; contrast-enhanced images, 3.75) was not significantly better than the quality of images of adults (unenhanced images, 3.19, p = 0.0091; contrast-enhanced images, 3.06, p = 0.0237). However, the significantly less severe shading and streaking artifacts in pediatric patients compared with adults could conceivably lead to better overall image quality. Because sedation and general anesthesia are frequently necessary, especially for pediatric patients, standard breath-hold T1-weighted sequences are unsatisfactory, and free-breathing radial 3D GRE may be an adequate alternative. Vanderby et al. [23] reported that use of sedation techniques increases total study time and the costs of pediatric MRI. Use of radial 3D GRE may help ameliorate these circumstances because it does not require substantial cooperation.
Causes of image degradation on radial 3D GRE images were the presence of streaking artifacts, pixel graininess, and differences in Results were considered statistically significant at p < 0.0056.
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image sharpness of the evaluated tissues. Streaking artifacts were found only on radial 3D GRE images, both unenhanced and contrast-enhanced. These artifacts may be more pronounced when the arms of patients are positioned along their sides, which is the standard positioning, and occurred in all subjects in our study. These artifacts were more marked in adults, probably because of the larger volume of the abdomen and the presence of the arms inside the FOV. Pediatric patients have smaller abdominal volume, and the arms were usually outside the FOV. Positioning the subject's arms above the head can reduce these artifacts, but this solution may not be good because of patient discomfort. The other alternative to reducing these artifacts is to increase the number of samples (spokes), which would increase acquisition time, also undesirable. Future research incorporating parallel imaging technique in radial acquisition should reduce imaging time and may also reduce streaking artifacts. Radial 3D GRE images had significantly lower ratings of pixel graininess, which is explained by the higher matrix and the thinner slice thickness used in this sequence compared with 3D GRE VIBE [14, 19] . The ration ale for using a higher matrix in the radial 3D GRE sequence was to maximize the definition of abdominal structures and possibly of lesion conspicuity. Because radial 3D GRE is a free-breathing sequence, the higher matrix was easily added despite the prolonged acquisition time. Comparable matrix resolution in the breath-hold 3D GRE sequence would have increased the sequence duration beyond reasonable breath-hold capability.
Both unenhanced and contrast-enhanced radial 3D GRE images had lower scores with respect to sharpness. A significant difference in sharpness of the pancreas (p = 0.0009) was found on unenhanced images and in sharpness of the liver (p = 0.0010), pancreas (p < 0.0001), and vessels p < 0.0001) on contrastenhanced images. The signal-to-noise ratio on the contrast-enhanced radial 3D GRE images, compared with that on the 3D GRE images, might have been reduced somewhat owing to clearance of the contrast material during the interval between the two data acquisitions. This factor may be responsible for differences in tissue contrast characteristics; for example, tissue and vessel conspicuity may be less evident owing to further passage of contrast material out of the intravascular space between the interstitial phase 3D GRE and the more delayed radial 3D GRE acquisition. The time between the 3D GRE and the end of the radial 3D GRE acquisition was 4-6 minutes. The order of acquisition, however, was not expected to affect comparison of the unenhanced MR images.
The reviewers saw iPAT artifacts only on 3D GRE images with average scores of minimal to absent. The absence of iPAT artifacts on radial 3D GRE images is explained by the fact that these artifacts are related to parallel imaging, which was not used in the radial 3D GRE sequence tested. Radial 3D GRE images had better scores for homogeneity of fat attenuation on both unenhanced and contrast-enhanced images. Although greater fat suppression was considered an advantage of use of radial 3D GRE in general, it did not have a major effect on differences in overall image quality between sequences. It is not clear why fat suppression was superior on the radial 3D GRE images compared with the conventional 3D GRE images. The explanation may be related to chemical shift. In a standard rectilinear acquisition, fat is shifted only in the readout direction. In a radial k-space, each line experiences fat shift in a different direction. The result is blurring of the fat, which can make suppression more effective.
The overall image quality with radial 3D GRE was higher on unenhanced images than that on contrast-enhanced images. It is not clear why image quality was inferior on contrast-enhanced images. Possible explanations include higher signal intensity from the contrast-amplified artifacts of breathing motion and image heterogeneity due to radial acquisition. Undersampling of higher-order phaseencoding steps might have emphasized lesser edge definitions on the radial acquisition sequences. Differences in image sharpness and pixel graininess on radial 3D GRE images may account for the lower detectability, confidence in detection, and conspicuity of liver lesions on unenhanced images compared with the quality on conventional 3D GRE images. However, we observed that all lesions not detected on radial 3D GRE images were smaller than 1.0 cm.
This study had limitations. The first was the retrospective design. Because radial 3D GRE is not established in current practice, we had a relatively small number of noncooperative subjects, which might have hampered the statistical analysis. In addition, our study group was heterogeneous, including patients with a range of disease entities. However, results in a heterogeneous population may provide an overview of the performance of the sequence. Moreover, use of a heterogenous sample may imply generalizability of the results and may strengthen the potential clinical applicability. The results also provide a framework for identifying particular patient groups promising for future research, such as pediatric patients. An additional limitation was that the noncooperative protocols did not include 3D GRE in both unenhanced and contrast-enhanced acquisition because it requires the patient to perform a breath-hold. Therefore, we could not compare the two sequences in this patient group. Another limitation was that the contrast-enhanced radial 3D GRE acquisition had a 5-to 6-minute delay. As a result the only reasonable comparison was with 3-minute contrast-enhanced interstitial phase 3D GRE VIBE images. We therefore did not evaluate lesion detectability and conspicuity after contrast enhancement.
As a result of our study, we now routinely acquire radial 3D GRE images of pediatric patients. We have stopped performing the sequence for adult patients who can suspend respiration but have added it to our noncooperative protocol. An important next step in the evolution of radial 3D GRE is to modify the sequence with the incorporation of parallel imaging to accelerate image acquisition so that acquisition can be performed in a short enough time to allow dynamic gadolinium-enhanced imaging, especially with acquisition in the hepatic arterial phase.
Conclusion
Our preliminary results show that radial 3D GRE acquisition in a free-breathing manner is feasible for abdominal MRI. Our results also suggest that this sequence may be applicable to imaging of patients who are unable to suspend respiration. Note-Detectability is the number with percentage in parentheses. Value is based on lesions graded 4 or 5 by subjective confidence. The total number of lesions depicted in 3D GRE VIBE and radial 3D GRE images represents the sum of two reviewers. The reference number of lesions (n = 54) was determined by evaluation of all images in each examination by two radiologists other than the reviewers. Confidence and conspicuity are mean ± SD. GRE = gradient-recalled echo, VIBE = volumetric interpolated breath-hold examination. a Free-breathing 3D T1-weighted gradient-echo sequence using radial data sampling. b Results were considered statistically significant at p < 0.05.
